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    01. Balade du bois joli 5:00 (Nicolas Toussaint)  02. Pas dire non 4:14 (Nicolas Toussaint) 
03. Paris after midnight 2:40 (Luc Baranger / Nicolas Toussaint)  04. Le temps passse 4:08
(Nicolas Toussaint)  05. Blues entre les dents 5:12 (Nicolas Toussaint)  06. Nobody's fault but
mine 4:07 (Blind Willie Johnson)  07. Sophie 7:00 (Nicolas Toussaint)  08. Why do people act
like that 5:16 (Bobby Charles)  09. You're gonna make me cry 3:19 (O.V. Wright)  10. Bye bye
4:05 (Nicolas Toussaint - arr. Michel Foizon)  11. L'amour en plus 4:13 (Guirec Loyer / Nicolas
Toussaint - arr. Michel Foizon)  12. Mon dieu 3:32 (Michel Vaucaire / Charles Dumont)    

 

  

Nico Wayne Toussaint is a unique french blues artist. Here is his new album « Blues entre les
dents », a personal creation largely inspired by blues music, as usually but, for the first time,
with more french lyrics than english lyrics.

  

Nico Wayne Toussaint is one of the rare artists to have created, starting from Chicago blues, a
completely personal vocal and performance style. His current musical universe goes way
beyond his earlier influences.

  

Nico was born on august 1973 in Toulon, France and started playing harmonica since the age
of 18. He ran into the blues when he was 15, through Muddy Waters¹record ³Hard again²
featuring James Cotton on harp. Since then, the wildness high energy of James Cotton’s
playing have always been his musical credo.

  

With his explosive concerts and his exceptional charisma on stage, Nico has managed to build
a solid reputation in France and around the world (he tours regularly all over USA and Canada).
---bluesweb.com
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